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"Only a crisis – actual or percieved –produces
real change. When the crisis occurs, the 
actions that are taken depend on the ideas
that are lying around.”

Milton Freidman, 1982



Ove Kaj Pedersen, Information, 04/05/2020 

Three Phases of Crisis
-metaphor phase (we struggle to understand 
the changed premises and logics and seek to grasp 
new narratives and metaphors)

-conflict phase
-consolidation phase



Stills from: “Most Liveable City: Copenhagen” Monocle Film 2013



Contemporary Urban Imaginaries
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"the competitive city" 
"the liveable city" 
"the smart city” 
"the sustainable city" 
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From: Simpson, Gimmel, Lonka, Jay, Grootens, Atlas of the Copenhagens, 2018

larger regional system



'Denmark Towards the Year 2018´1992 National Planning 
Report, Environment Ministry, 1992

Stallknecht Committee report, The 
Capital: What do we want to do?, 

1989

Medicon Valley, 1997-

Competition for:

-tourists
-investment capital
-corporations 
-qualified labour

Competition with:

-Stockholm
-Oslo
-Hamburg
-Berlin, etc.

more competitive
more affluent



From: Simpson, Gimmel, Lonka, Jay, Grootens, Atlas of the Copenhagens, 2018, Source: Denmark’s Statistics

more privatized
more developer led



From: Simpson, Gimmel, Lonka, Jay, Grootens, Atlas of the Copenhagens, 2018

more unaffordable



From: Simpson, Gimmel, Lonka, Jay, Grootens, Atlas of the Copenhagens, 2018

more unequal
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World Happiness Report 2016

more ‘humanistic’



2008

2013

‘happier’
more ‘liveable’



From: Simpson, Gimmel, Lonka, Jay, Grootens, Atlas of the Copenhagens, 2018

more ‘attractive’



Karsten Ifversen, Politiken, 10/03/2017
“Nordhanv is a new ghetto of the affluent”

more ‘exclusive’
more gentrified



more segregated

From: Simpson, Gimmel, Lonka, Jay, Grootens, Atlas of the Copenhagens, 2018



politically and economically opportunistic
selective ‘microblending’ through

exclusion/displacement/
privatizing common assets



From: Simpson, Gimmel, Lonka, Jay, Grootens, Atlas of the Copenhagens, 2018

less diverse



Ole Birk Olesen, (Former) Transport-, Bygnings- og Boligminister, 5. Okt. 2018

"Man får en gratis ø, som man skal vil kunne 
sælge grunde til bagefter, det er salget, der 
skal finansiere det [metro…].”
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innovation-led growth
frictionless interconnectivity

sustainability by automated efficiency



Copenhagen Street Lab, Connecting Copenhagen, 2014

monitoring and controlling
safety and security



Sidewalk Labs / Smart City Paradigm

“…never before in history have cities 
been subjected in such scale to the 
technocratic visions and trials of a 
few global companies”

Jesse Le Cavalier, Narea Calvillo et al (2015)

‘post-political’ urban technocracy
consolidated interests



After Townsend (2014), Baeten (2018)

Sidewalk Labs / Smart City Planning Paradigms

modernist

managerial planning

state-led
‘predict and provide’

late-capitalist

entrepreneurial planning

state-facilitated
public-private partnerships

platform-capitalist

algorithmic (post-)planning

big-tech led
new PPP formats

private actors deliver urban 
planning A to Z

consolidated
agendas



Rem Koolhaas, “Rem Koolhaas Asks: Are Smart Cities Condemned to Be Stupid?" ArchDaily, 10 December 2014

“With safety and security as selling 
points [under the regime of ¥€$], the city 
has become vastly less adventurous and 
more predictable. […] Maybe it is no 
coincidence that ‘liveable’—flat—cities 
like Vancouver, Melbourne and 
even Perth are replacing traditional 
metropolises in our imaginary.” 
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‘eco-metropolis’
of the world



2009

global model of
urban sustainability



From: Simpson, Gimmel, Lonka, Jay, Grootens, Atlas of the Copenhagens, 2018

2017 2017 2017

‘green urbanism’ exports



World Wildlife Fund: Living Planet Report, 2014

If everyone in the world enjoyed the lifestyle of an 
average Danish citizen, the global population would
need the resources of approx. 4.5 Earth-like planets

From: Simpson, Gimmel, Lonka, Jay, Grootens, Atlas of the Copenhagens, 2018

contradictory performance

sustainability granted 
by measurement



https://stateofgreen.com/en/the-danish-green-vision/

‘Green Growth’



Can [the shipping sector’s] GDP 
contribution be recognized and its 
carbon footprint simultaneously 
excluded?

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016

https://www.information.dk/indland/2013/03/skibet...

Claus Andersen, www.climatepositions.com

CO2 Emissions would be around 46% higher
than the usual statistics show, if emissions 
from Danish-controlled overseas ships, sailing
goods around the world, were included.

(in 2011 the Danish per capita CO2 Emissions 
would be around 15.0 tons instead of 8.2 tons).

Maersk GDP included

Maersk emissions excluded



-

WWF based on IPCC, (2018), Global Warming of 1.5°C (SP15)

a carbon-reduced DK
on a +2deg. earth?



BIG, Amagerbakke, Copenhagen, 2019

50.000-90.000 tons 
imported waste yearly

Klimarådet, Kendte veje og nye spor til 70 procents reduktion, 2020

dynamic ground



Urban imaginaries…



”…the widespread sense that not 
only is capitalism the only viable
political and economic system, but 
also that it is now impossible even
to imagine a coherent alternative to 
it.”

Mark Fisher, Capitalist Realism: Is There No Alternative?, 2009, p.2

”The slow cancellation of the 
future…”



(Bruno Latour, No Return to Pre-Lockdown Normal) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG6UbYgOR28

‘return’ post-covid
vs adapted approach/imaginary



”If we are lucky enough to ‘come out’ of
the [pandemic] crisis, there is no chance

we will come out of the [environmental one]”
Bruno Latour, 2020



Three Possible Futures
A) Environmental and Civilization Collapse
B) Continued Consumer Capitalism with 
Reforms

C) A New (Sixth) Mode of Living, after:
i) Hunter-Gatherer
ii) Agricultural
iii) Mercantile
iv) Industrial
v) Consumer Capitalist
vi) ………………?

-

Lewis & Maslin (2018) The Human Planet: How We Created the Anthropocene



-

Amagertorv (1960) Amagertorv (2018)

C (iv) industrial city
C (v) consumer (welfare)
capitalist city



-

Amagertorv (1960) Amagertorv (2018)

C(iv) industrial city
C(v) consumer (welfare)
capitalist city

State of Green; The Danish Green Vision

B. continued consumer
capitalist w/ reforms



-

Amagertorv (1960) Amagertorv (2018)

C(iv) industrial city
C(v) consumer (welfare)
capitalist city

Amagertorv 2095, in QEDA (2017)

A. environmental and
civilisation collapse



-

Amagertorv (1960) Amagertorv (2018)

C(iv) industrial city
C(v) consumer (welfare)
capitalist city C(vi) …?



Three Possible Futures
A) Environmental and Civilization Collapse
B) Continued Consumer Capitalism with 
Reforms

C) A New (Sixth) Mode of Living, after:
i) Hunter-Gatherer
ii) Agricultural
iii) Mercantile
iv) Industrial
v) Consumer Capitalist
vi) ………………?

-

Lewis & Maslin (2018) The Human Planet: How We Created the Anthropocene



Ellen Braae (Copenhagen University), Tom Nielsen (Århus Architecture School) and Deane Simpson (KADK)

On post-Corona urbanism, in Altinget, 17/06/2020



The Ideal City’s existing imaginaries
-"the competitive city", 
-"the sustainable city" , 
-”the liveable city" and
-"the smart city"

Alternate imaginaries?
-"the anthropocene city" (of recentered ecology)
-"the democratic city" (of radical egalitarianism)
-"the small-tech city” (of distributed platforms) 

-

Ellen Braae, Tom Nielsen, Deane Simpson, Altinget, 17/06/2020



-

KADK-AU, SAGRE Scenario Atlas for a Green Transition, 2020 DFF Application
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-

Ellen Braae, Tom Nielsen, Deane Simpson, Altinget, 17/06/2020



KADK USC Students: The Right to Dwell Affordable Housing Think Tank, 2017



ZAC (France): Zone 
d'Aménagement Concerté
(Integrated Development 
Zone)

HafenCity Hamburg GmbH



The Ideal City’s existing imaginaries
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-"the sustainable city" , 
-”the liveable city" and
-"the smart city"

Alternate imaginaries?
-"the anthropocene city" (of recentered ecology)
-"the democratic city" (of radical egalitarianism)
-"the small-tech city” (of distributed platforms) 

-

Ellen Braae, Tom Nielsen, Deane Simpson, Altinget, 17/06/2020



The New Serenity, German Pavilion Venice Architecture Biennale, 2020



” We should not fight to get back to the 
city that we had, but instead fight to get
the city that we want. ”

-

Ellen Braae, Tom Nielsen, Deane Simpson, Altinget, 17/06/2020



“...Architecture’s most powerful 
critical potential is to contrast
existing reality with an exemplary 
alternative.”

Stan Allen 1997



“...the sudden appearance of a 
previously unimagined form of 
the city – optimistic, generous
and unprecedented – is perhaps 
the most disruptive event that 
architecture could provoke.”

Stan Allen 1997


